HEAVY DUTY RECTANGULAR SLUDGE CONTAINERS

Rectangular Sludge Containers can be built to fit any size truck/hoist with either Cable Hook up or Hooklift set up or a combination of both, can also be customized to work in a variety of loading applications.

Specifications for Heavy Duty containers:

**FLOORS:**
- 1/4” floor sheets (2 pieces)
- 12” centered crossmembers (3” x 4.1# channel)
- 6” x 2” x 1/4” tube main rails
- 8” x 10” rear ground rollers with zerk
- 8” x 6” front ground rollers with zerk (cable hook only)

**SIDES:**
- 7 ga sheets with FORMED BOTTOM
- 12 ga. post on 24” centers (4-way bent)
- 3/16” rear post
- 4” x 3” x 3/16” tube top rail
- Ratchet latch system on drivers side

**FRONT ENDS:**
- 7 ga. Sheet w/4” x 3” x 3/16” tube top rail & 12 ga. front post
- 3/16” push plate & dog box (cable hook only)

**TAILGATES:**
- 7 ga. tailgate w/ 4” x 3” x 3/16” tube vertical & horizontal supports
- Sliding hinge on passengers side
- Ratchet binder on the bottom center of gate
- Rubber P– seal on the inside of the gate

**PAINT:** water based industrial enamel

All containers are painted gray on the bottom and the interior.
The exterior of all containers are painted one (1) standard TFI color of choice

**OPTIONS:**
- 18 oz. Side Roll tarp system mounted to the container (water tight)
- 360° sealed tailgate
- Front and Rear splash guards
- 2 – piece sealed rolling roofs